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To say that Walt Bernstein, director of production control for Toyota Motor Manufacturing’s Macon, Georgia (TMMGA) operation, was frustrated in late 2004 was an understatement. “This situation is one of the most challenging I have faced in my 20 years with Toyota,” he admitted to David McDonald, the plant manager with ChassisCo, a Toyota supplier.

We’ve utilized all of our supplier support resources to solve the problems, but we still have not made adequate headway. Not only are the rear suspension cradles for the new Suprima crossover out of conformance, but the entire system for supplying and building this key subsystem for the Suprima vehicle chassis needs much more control and improvement. Your standard production rate is barely 60% of what it’s supposed to be, the parts you are sourcing are frequently nonconforming, and you need to improve your ability to track the problems you do find.

We’ve sent our engineering people, our project management people, our stamping experts, our welding experts, and our automation experts to your plant in Athens. After a year of making these rear suspension cradles, the rate of improvement is not sufficient. If we don’t turn this around, the entire vehicle program could be at risk. Quality could be impacted. We need to indentify and address any potential quality and conformance issues immediately.

Bernstein, responsible for managing relations with ChassisCo’s Athens, Georgia plant, was an expert in Toyota production principles. He was recognized throughout Toyota’s North American production network as one of its most seasoned leaders, with considerable expertise in welding, stamping, and body systems assembly. Bernstein had spent much of his career in Toyota manufacturing, often
working to improve the performance of suppliers who shipped parts and subsystems to Toyota’s assembly plants.

ChassisCo was a large international automotive supplier that provided a wide range of automotive systems and served many of the largest vehicle producers in the world. ChassisCo’s Athens plant was a 120,000 square foot facility dedicated to welding rear suspension cradles for one customer and one product: Toyota’s Suprima crossover vehicle. The Athens plant’s 350+ person workforce turned out approximately 200,000 rear suspension cradles per year, with 27 shipments per day leaving the plant.

“We’re working as hard as we can,” replied McDonald, ChassisCo’s plant manager.

As you know, we are doing much more on this model compared to what we did on the 1997 Suprima model. Taking Toyota’s lead, we have increased the automation in our plant dramatically. The number of robots has gone from 13 to 102 and the amount of welding on each rear suspension cradle has doubled from the previous model. We have taken responsibility for the development and supply of virtually every one of the 85 parts in the Suprima rear suspension cradle, and we aggressively worked the prices on second tier parts supply to meet the extremely aggressive target price demanded by Toyota. We’ve doubled the amount of value-added work content but are only utilizing about half the factory footprint we had before. We’ve reduced our production cycle times, and we’ve added a second Toyota plant that we service from our factory.

Furthermore, our quality staff has grown from 18 to 90 people, we’ve added two warehouses to store the incoming parts for the Suprima rear suspension cradle, we installed all of the automated equipment specified by Toyota’s engineers, and my staff and I are working 12 hours a day, seven days a week. What more do you want me to do?

“Well, it’s November 2004,” replied Bernstein. “We’ve been in production for 14 months and although there have been process changes and improvements, there are still major quality concerns. We need to take action.”

The Toyota Production System and Just-in-Time

Toyota’s Suprima crossover vehicle was built by Toyota’s vast TMMGA automotive assembly plant primarily for sale in the North American market. The plant had won numerous quality awards over the years and was considered to be one of the best automotive assembly plants in the hyper-competitive North American automotive market. In addition to opening TMMGA in the mid-1990s, Toyota had built a significant network of automotive factories in North America, and was expected to have a total of eight assembly plants and five engine plants by 2007.

Through the latter part of the 20th century, Toyota posted an enviable record of growth, profits, and customer satisfaction. Its market valuation of over $200 billion illustrated how operational excellence
could be the cornerstone of industry-leading value creation and capture, and its vaunted Toyota Production System (TPS) was the envy of many manufacturing companies around the world. As described on Toyota’s website, TPS was based on two concepts: the first “jidoka” (translated as automation with a human touch), meant that when a problem occurred, the equipment stopped immediately, preventing defective products from being produced; the second concept, “Just-in-Time,” referred to each process producing what was needed by the next process in a continuous flow. (See Exhibit 1 for more detail about the TPS concept.)

Outside observers believed TPS worked as well as it did because it was designed and operated as a system of interlocking pieces. The approach to employee and organization development, factory and job design, product engineering and manufacturing, supplier relations and collaboration, sales strategy and production planning, and quality improvement and inventory reduction were all pieces that fit together and were mutually reinforcing.

While some argued that none of the individual components of TPS were unique, others pointed out that it was the integrated system of practices and policies that was. In that sense, TPS was like a Toyota vehicle. The ride, handling, smoothness, and efficiency of Toyota vehicles were a result of the integrated collaboration of the vehicle’s many subsystems. While no single subsystem necessarily stood out as extraordinary, collectively the subsystems worked together to deliver the overall excellence in performance that was so highly valued by automotive customers.

While TPS was easy to describe, putting it into practice was less so because it required careful attention to many components of the organization. One senior Japanese executive explained it this way:

Learning the Toyota Production System is a little like learning to play golf. In golf, you step up to the tee with the club, and then hit the ball a few times until you get it into the hole. The game can be explained in five minutes. However, mastering the game of golf requires practice, coaching, and persistence over many years. The same is true for TPS – it is simple to explain, but mastering it is a challenge over a lifetime.

TPS grew out of the just-in-time (JIT) system that Toyota developed in the 1950s. Some in the industry originally viewed JIT as an inventory management system in that by synchronizing a group of production and distribution steps, JIT allowed the reduction of inventory in between these steps. This allowed significant savings in overall inventory as well as major improvements in lead-time through any process.

But JIT was much more than an inventory management system for the factory. It was a system that required coordination of the entire production and distribution system, not just what was going on in the factory. Thus suppliers had to be coordinated with the factory in terms of schedule, quality management, product development and other areas. When American companies started to implement JIT in the 1970s and 1980s, many viewed its benefits for their own purposes, namely shifting
inventory back to their suppliers. But this approach failed to capture the benefits of the systematic use of JIT for the entire supply chain.

Thus, JIT, and the TPS system that grew out of it, was not just a system for managing a factory; rather, its reach extended throughout the entire automotive value chain. The bedrock principles of JIT and TPS were continuous improvement and respect for people. Toyota made every effort to treat all of its stakeholders — employees, suppliers, customers, dealers, and shareholders — with respect. Relationships of mutual respect encouraged stakeholders to feel loyalty to the Toyota enterprise, which, in turn, motivated them to contribute to the continuous improvement of the enterprise. This intensive collective and creative effort aimed at continuous improvement generated superior performance highlighted by Toyota’s lower costs, superior quality, higher sales, and faster product development. Toyota took the fruits of this high performance and reinvested it across the stakeholder body. Employees, suppliers, dealers, and shareholders all received a surplus of value from their interactions with Toyota, further encouraging them to invest in greater enterprise improvement.

There was a second important principle of JIT that the inventory-centric view did not capture. JIT created conditions that enabled inventory reduction, including the reduction of waste and variability in demand and supply (for example, making sure that production steps were consistent, so that little inventory was required for protection against uncertainty).

Most importantly, in order to reduce waste and variability, JIT was about problem solving and being able to adapt to changing conditions. In order to address the wide array of variables that manufacturing companies dealt with, such as changing market demands, process reliability, adapting processes to new market conditions, evolving product design, changing suppliers, and giving suppliers new responsibilities, the system had to be able to solve problems and adapt.

Problem solving capabilities were particularly important for new locations. As TPS was implemented at a new location there were frequent routine challenges such as machine reliability or inconsistency, or particular types of defects that might show up periodically. These might be discovered though checklists and standard procedures. But then there were more significant challenges such as major gaps in quality or output or yield. Depending on the degree of the challenge and the skill level of the supplier, Toyota might suggest different levels of support for the supplier. These would involve a much higher level of collaboration. A supplier with relatively advanced TPS skill might very easily have the problem solving skills for routine problems, but without advanced skills, a major challenge could lead to more significant problems.

Toyota approached all members of its value chain, including suppliers, as long-term partners. This was the best way to develop problem-solving capabilities and the process capabilities that were required. Toyota selected suppliers carefully, looking for willingness to adapt just as much as for their technological capabilities. Once chosen, Toyota invested in a supplier organization’s education in TPS and capabilities wherever needed, whether it was in manufacturing, product design, or managing
its own supply chains. It placed high value on frequent and open communications and expected suppliers to alert Toyota personnel to problems very quickly so corrective action could be taken. Toyota encouraged a supplier’s people to get to know its people. The company expected suppliers to give it low prices because they had low costs, not because they were willing to lose money by doing business with Toyota.

For some companies, adopting TPS required simultaneous changes to many parts of the organization, a level of change that some would find hard to tolerate. Such change typically had to happen gradually, requiring great patience. Nevertheless, many companies had seen great leaps in improvement by creating better systems through learning about TPS and customizing the ideas behind it to fit their own situations. Not willing to become complacent, Toyota continued to improve and maintain a competitive edge from its use and improvement of TPS.

Some observers believed that if Toyota were run with a short term, shareholder value maximization mentality the company could squeeze more surplus out of employees, suppliers, and dealers so as to accrue more short-term profits for shareholders. Such an act, however, might be likened to “killing the goose that lays the golden egg.” Toyota stakeholders put much effort into building “golden eggs” for the Toyota enterprise exactly because they were confident that Toyota would continue to treat them well. Continuous improvement and respect for people were mutually reinforcing pillars of what was called “The Toyota Way.”

**The 1997 Suprima Launch**

The beginnings of Toyota’s relationship with ChassisCo had all the hallmarks of classic Toyota relationship building. In 1993, when planning for the launch of a new crossover vehicle in North America, Toyota thought long and hard before deciding to outsource the rear suspension cradle assembly to a North American supplier. Building rear suspension cradles was a difficult process; it required heavy parts, was technically complex and physically challenging, and was resource intensive. In Japan, Toyota built all of its rear suspension cradles internally. However, the TMMGA assembly plant, where the new Suprima would be built, was already space constrained. Furthermore, Toyota’s growth and globalization strategy required the development of a strong network of suppliers across all markets where the company had a significant presence. Toyota did not want to be vertically integrated and preferred to leverage its supply base with a supplier relations model that was robust and efficient.

After considering three suppliers, Toyota chose ChassisCo to make the Suprima rear suspension cradles. ChassisCo, which had built rear suspension cradles for Detroit’s “Big Three,” agreed to build a greenfield site to support TMMGA production in Athens, Georgia, less that two hours away from the TMMGA plant. (Exhibits 2 and 3 provide organizational charts showing some of the relevant Toyota and ChassisCo groups involved in the Suprima program. Exhibit 4 provides some of

---

1 The Big Three are General Motors, Ford and Chrysler.
the key dates in the Suprima program history.) Lucy Martinez, a TMMGA general manager who worked in purchasing at the time, recalled the relationship’s initial phases:

The Suprima rear suspension cradle contract was ChassisCo’s first experience working with Toyota. Their personnel were not familiar with how we did purchasing, engineering, or cost analysis. However, ChassisCo engineers were enthusiastic and technically excellent. I was impressed by their plant managers as well. Toyota engineering had to hold ChassisCo’s hand during the development phase, but they were enthusiastic learners of the Toyota Way. We even placed an experienced production manager from the Kuzukanai plant in Japan on site at ChassisCo in 1997 for the first full year of production to mentor the Toyota Way and support interface and problem solving with Toyota. We did have some quality problems at launch time in 1997, but ChassisCo’s people stayed on top of things and managed to bring their processes under control. We gave them a quality award in 2002, and I recall they did some innovative work in applying TPS principles to their inventory management.

The rear suspension cradles were complicated structures that involved welding a number of assembled steel structures. (Exhibit 5 shows a diagram of the structures and how they are put together. Exhibits 6 shows the type of auto body structures that are similar to the rear suspension cradle.) This type of structure required a great deal of sophisticated manufacturing skills, particularly in establishing standards. For example, it was important to eliminate the type of incongruent gap seen in Exhibit 7. In order to work with ChassisCo on this type of structure, Toyota had limited its risk by simplifying certain aspects of assigned tasks. For example, all of the stamped parts were designed and manufactured by Toyota and its affiliates in Japan and shipped first to TMMGA where they were kitted for shipment to ChassisCo in Athens. Because part conformance was high, incoming inspection in Athens was not required. Toyota engineers had designed the plant and its equipment to ensure successful integration of product and process.

This also limited the amount of “tuning,” that needed to be done in the United States. Tuning involved making minor adjustments to parts after the prints were completed. Even though parts might meet individual print specifications, assembly problems, such as a large gap resulting in poor weld quality, could occur when the parts were in the welding fixtures. Informal processes such as tuning were often instrumental in improving the original design. As Justice Bickford, an engineering manager at Toyota, explained,

For the 1997 Suprima launch, Toyota engineers had ‘tuned’ the stamped parts for improved welding quality. In Japan, Toyota engineers spend a lot of time studying such conditions and working with their Japanese suppliers to establish tighter standards. This collaboration among Toyota design, process engineering, the supplier, and manufacturing allows for parts to meet manufacturing needs much better. However, this process relies heavily on tacit knowledge — knowledge that is in the heads of the Toyota engineers, but not written down anywhere.
Richard Roberts, who had been the Athens plant quality manager for ChassisCo, recalled feeling confident after the 1997 Suprima launch: “We thought we were pretty good. We were doing material flow kaizens (improvement projects), we had established a team leader system, and we had a strong training system for incoming welders. Of course, we did run into quality problems from time to time, but each time we were able to get things back under control. We were very proud of the awards we won during that time period.”

The Responsa Success

Subsequent to the 1997 Suprima launch, ChassisCo turned its attention to another Toyota program that once again called for rear suspension cradles for the new 1999 crossover vehicle, the Responsa. For the Responsa launch, ChassisCo opened a new plant in St. Louis, Missouri. For this new model, manufacturing involved considerably more automation. There were now 50 robots added to the line, which posed a new level of challenge for ChassisCo, and potentially increased the need for tuning. However, the rear suspension cradle production ramp-up was gradual and went quite smoothly. For the Responsa launch, the parts were initially sourced from Toyota in Japan, but were subsequently transferred to ChassisCo and, from there, to North American suppliers.

The success of the Responsa launch at ChassisCo’s St. Louis plant, including the local sourcing of its rear suspension cradle parts and dies, led Toyota planners to believe that the 2003 Suprima launch would constitute a natural progression of increasing capability and responsibility for ChassisCo. Toyota agreed to give ChassisCo ownership of project management for the components parts during launch with Toyota providing technological support.

The 2003 Suprima

Learning Curves

While Toyota felt confident in giving ChassisCo project management responsibility for the 2003 Suprima, some within the Toyota organization had concerns. As Carol Kinsley, who worked in TMMGA production control at the time, explained, “Although the Toyota engineers in Japan planned to design all the parts and equipment for the new line that would be required, they decided to let ChassisCo do all the parts sourcing and incoming logistics and inventory management. We knew the complexity facing Athens would be much higher for the new model.” TMMGA’s Lucy Martinez concurred:

ChassisCo had been asking for several years to supply the parts as well as do the rear suspension cradle assembly. We knew this would be a big leap for them and, frankly, some of us at TMMGA were quite surprised when Toyota approved this for the new model. The new rear suspension cradle for the 2003 Suprima was a lot more complex than the cradle for the earlier model and it had far more parts.
For the 2003 Suprima rear suspension cradle, stamped metal parts arrived by the truckload from Tier II suppliers to a ChassisCo warehouse managed by a third party logistics company. After being unloaded and put onto small “totes,” materials were pulled into Athens’s parts receiving room several times a day. These parts then entered one of two main lines: either where the left and right “cradles” were assembled, or to feeder stations scattered around the plant, which built up subcomponents (with either welding or riveting) that eventually were fed into one of the two main lines. Exhibit 8 shows a simple diagram of the process flow at the Athens plant.

With the additional responsibilities, it became clear that ChassisCo would need to show capabilities in many areas such as sourcing and logistics, and project management. In general, they would require the full range of skills in TPS. In particular they would need to demonstrate the problem solving skills that were such a key part of TPS.

But it would soon become quite apparent that the problems in the Suprima were significant and that concerns of people such as Kinsley and Martinez were justified. As Kinsley stated,

> For the new Suprima model, I assumed ChassisCo would have competence in project management and I treated them that way. Over time, I came to realize that they did not have this capacity. ChassisCo was responsible for all second tier parts sourcing and development, but they had no system for tracking parts. We created a parts tracking system for them once we observed this deficiency. Systemically, ChassisCo was not organized to respond to Toyota’s need for integrated project management. Their organization silos were very strong.

> “ChassisCo did not have the project management skills they needed,” added Lucy Martinez. “They did not even have a stage gate process in place. Their people worked very hard, but without processes to support them, they struggled to respond to our requirements.”

According to Walt Bernstein, we “failed to recognize how much more [TMMGA] needed to do to make the ChassisCo Athens plant successful, particularly in the areas of quality certification and inventory management.

> We just didn’t realize the extent of the gap between ChassisCo’s capabilities and what we were asking them to do. We took for granted that they could develop the supply for the second tier parts. By the time we actually went and visited those suppliers ourselves, and we saw how far behind they were, it was very late. Several months before the launch date, they knew they were in trouble and we knew we were in trouble.

Bernstein identified significant capability gaps in the parts and tool tuning processes. For the 2003 Suprima launch, Toyota production engineers in Japan had done the tuning work for a handful of the most critical parts, expecting the ChassisCo staff to do all the rest (total of 85 parts). However the
majority of the ChassisCo engineering staff and, for that matter, Toyota’s North American supply base utilized for the second tier components were not familiar with the tuning process.

John Roach, global director of manufacturing engineering for ChassisCo, explained some of the internal challenges ChassisCo was confronting:

Given the successful launches of the 1997 Suprima and the 1999 Responsa, Toyota assumed that we could handle even more responsibility for the 2003 Suprima launch. What they did not see, however, were two forces internal to ChassisCo that hurt us significantly in the 2003 Suprima launch. First, ChassisCo’s global development organization was decentralized in 2000. One result of this decentralization was that experienced people were ‘split up’ to cover three independent geographic groups, significantly weakening our capabilities to support new launches for some customers in the United States. Effectively, the organization’s memory of the 1999 Responsa launch was dissipated and not fully available to support the 2003 Suprima.

Second, at the time we won the business for the 2003 Suprima launch, ChassisCo had an unprecedented number of new launches in the works, for a wide range of customers, all around the globe. Our engineering support people were stretched very thin — in maintenance, materials, tool and die, and supplier management. In retrospect, we were stretched far too thin.

Bob Curtis, ChassisCo’s program manager for the 2003 Suprima launch, put Roach’s comments in perspective:

No matter how loud I yelled, I could not get the resources I needed to support the Suprima launch in Athens. We needed to qualify 102 sets of tools for the new rear suspension cradle and I only had two tool and die engineers to do it. I should have had a dozen. We had no supplier management group. I asked for a materials manager for the program and was repeatedly turned down by senior management. I couldn’t make them understand that this launch was going to be much more challenging than the first Suprima launch and that we would have to staff accordingly. I felt like I was yanking the proverbial andon cord like crazy, but no help was coming.

We had no executive review process where problems could be highlighted and resourced. Furthermore our accounting system did not recognize and separate operations expenses from pre-production or launch expenses. We should have had more resources in the plant helping to prepare for the launch. However, the Athens plant was busy producing the old Suprima rear suspension cradles and they didn’t want their reported costs to go up by adding staff for a program that was two years from launch.

---

2 Invented at Toyota, the andon cord is a cord that workers pull any time something in the manufacturing process goes wrong that would compromise the quality of the product or safety of the people.
I even went to the Toyota engineers and asked them for some design relief. If they only would have let us change the attachment methods, it would have simplified the assembly process. But, the Toyota engineers were adamant that their new design, with many rivet attachments, was a lower cost process and that cost was paramount. Adding to this challenge was the fact that Toyota rotated the engineering team we had developed relations with. I guess they thought that we had progressed and we no longer needed their most seasoned engineering support.

Richard Roberts explained the challenges he faced as the Athens plant quality manager:

At the plant level, we did not have the capabilities or infrastructure to meet the requirements of the new launch but everyone on the Toyota side as well as the ChassisCo side was very slow to realize this. Toyota introduced us to the TIS — Technical Instruction Sheet — which specified for every part several pages of detailed technical requirements that we needed to work on with our parts suppliers. This was our first exposure to a TIS and we did not know enough about how to use it. We thought we could do it, but we couldn’t. Other ChassisCo plants that served other ChassisCo customers managed the wide range of activities that we were being asked to do. But, Toyota’s requirements were far more stringent. Our other customers seem to care primarily that the assembled rear suspension cradle meets specs. They don’t place nearly as stringent requirements on the individual parts.

The increased level of automation in the welding processes for the new Suprima compounded the challenges for the ChassisCo plant staff and operators. In the manual welding processes used for the 1997 Suprima cradles, a weld operator could visually inspect his work in real time, observing the contours of the two surfaces to be joined and continually adjusting the location of his weld gun and the amount of welding done to assure a quality weld. With the new automated welding robots used for the 2003 Suprima cradles, however, no such real time, closed loop feedback system existed. If a part was off spec by a small amount or a weld gun was out of alignment, the weld would just miss or imperfectly join the parts, requiring significant inspection and rework to identify and repair the defects. Additional resources would then be required to trace down the source of the defects and adjust the welding system and/or work with the part supplier to improve its part conformance. These resources did not exist in the Athens plant when the 2003 Suprima was launched.

According to Ben Berkner, ChassisCo’s vice president of business development, the required resources were not available for a number of reasons:

The aggressive target prices that Toyota set for the new rear suspension cradles compounded the project’s problems. ChassisCo erred in even trying to reach the price that was set. We needed more plant space, but decided to cram the new line into the very tight existing space to save money. To try to meet the target price, we accepted low bids from parts suppliers, but failed to realize the implications for parts quality and delivery frequency. We chose one Georgia supplier
that had never made structural auto parts, did not understand the durability required, and had only produced simple, lightweight parts for computers and automotive interiors. Late in the process we had to abandon that supplier and replace the dies it had planned to use. Compounding these problems, we made errors in cost estimation, dramatically underestimating our logistics costs. Perhaps our biggest mistake was that we did not communicate to Toyota that we did not think the price was realistic.

TMMGA’s Walt Bernstein spent the entire summer of 2003 traveling to ChassisCo suppliers in the Midwest trying to set up and debug the stamping processes for the parts to be sent to Athens. Core to the practice of TPS was genchi genbutsu, or “go to the source and see things yourself.” However, ChassisCo had not visited its suppliers. In fact, the company had a limited number of people skilled enough to effectively audit its suppliers and identify problems. TMMGA typically practiced “go and see” only at the first tier, and by the time Bernstein realized the extent of the problems and went on the second tier visits himself, the project was in deep trouble. “I knew we were in trouble when I heard Walt’s reports from the supplier visits,” recalled Carol Kinsley. “Toyota stringently follows a communications policy of ‘bad news first.’ We want to identify problems early in the process, but the problems in the second tier had not been made visible to us. We discovered them much too late. From the viewpoint of some on the Toyota side, this was a big blow to our relationship.”

The other big problem Bernstein uncovered was at ChassisCo’s Tulsa, Oklahoma plant:

That plant was supposed to make some of the largest and most complex stamped parts for the Suprima rear suspension cradle. The plant had provided similar parts for one Detroit automaker, but they added new capacity for our stampings. They had a myriad of problems with their die automation equipment. They underestimated the complexity of the job and had not allocated sufficient human resources to get the job done. They were not capable of meeting the required production rates at startup. By summer of 2003, we were in crisis mode. The problems were escalated to the top of ChassisCo’s corporate structure where they got attention, but ChassisCo did not have well-defined processes to fix the problems quickly.

The Launch

To the surprise of some, the Suprima launched on time in September of 2003, although the production rate out of Athens was barely 60% of the target. The launch proceeded despite the fact that the Athens plant had failed three times in August to pass the high volume production trial (HVPT) required by Toyota. This trial required that the Athens plant demonstrate that it could continuously deliver the required production volume at required quality levels for one continuous hour.

Two months after launch, Athens was producing rear suspension cradles that had been specified at two-thirds the production rate. Many of ChassisCo’s suppliers also were not producing at the required rates adding a significant amount of overtime and cost overrun into the process. Among other
shortcomings, ChassisCo was not practicing standardized work: the plant did not have a defect feedback system nor had it created an inspection system with second tier suppliers.

The first year of Suprima production was extremely stressful for all involved. Scrap rates were high, as was downtime, parts quality was poor, and parts inventories were subjected to a great deal of inspection. TMMGA sent several people to work full time at the plant. Management and hourly employees put in a great deal of overtime.

The left cradle line seemed to be responsible for a large fraction of the defects found in final inspection. The line was highly automated in terms of welding robots, although some of the materials handling was manual between stations. For the previous 1997 Suprima model, the vast majority of the welding work was done manually.

The right cradle, in contrast, had much more riveting than welding in the assembly process. Riveting was a new process for Athens, introduced only when the new Suprima model was launched. The right and left cradles were mated in a highly automated welding process, after which the fully assembled rear suspension cradle was put through an e-coat line, essentially a paint bath which coated the entire rear suspension cradle, primarily to improve rust resistance. Final inspection occurred under a canopy after the e-coat process. Organized by rear suspension cradle type, the inspected rear suspension cradles sat outside in stacks where they were kitted to TMMGA orders, and then shipped in batches of 30 rear suspension cradles per truck, approximately 27 times per day.

Throughout 2004, TMMGA found rear suspension cradles that were highly problematic. A Toyota audit in March 2004 found that some assembly-critical welds were out of conformance and then found additional assembly-critical concerns in November related to welds in key structural components. Assembly-critical problems rendered the rear suspension cradle unfit for final assembly and necessitated scrapping the entire cradle. Furthermore, in November 2004, Toyota performed a complete arc welding process audit at Athens in which the plant scored only 13% out of 100%. In addition, a sample of external defects (those reaching TMMGA) increased from 565 defects per week in July 2003 with the old Suprima model to 2845 defects per week in July 2004 with the new model. Exhibit 9 shows a quality analysis of internal Athens defects during 2004.³

Stopping the Bleeding

Although he had numerous responsibilities, Walt Bernstein spent a large fraction of his time in late 2004 wrestling with the challenges at the ChassisCo Athens facility. He visited the plant at least twice a week, helped ChassisCo personnel identify and prioritize problems, and developed checklists of activities for the plant to work on. He followed all the standard procedures for overseeing a problematic supplier situation where the supplier had significant responsibility to improve operations.

³ Although defective rear suspension cradles were found in outgoing inspection at the ChassisCo final inspection, outgoing quality for the Suprima from the Macon plant, as measured by both Toyota and external quality rating agencies, was excellent.
Progress was quite elusive, however. Since the line output was so low due to defects and downtime, the Athens plant was averaging approximately four hours per day in overtime (over two shifts), plus many Saturdays throughout 2004. Some TMMGA personnel feared that burnout could take the plant into a downward spiral from which it could not recover. One TMMGA analyst prepared the chart in Exhibit 10 to illustrate the risk.

Another major frustration for TMMGA personnel was the Athens plant’s weak quality information system. Particularly troubling was the absence of a defect flowout control system. When a major defect was discovered on a rear suspension cradle in the Athens plant, TMMGA needed to know how many rear suspension cradles had this defect and which defective rear suspension cradles, if any, had flowed out of the Athens plant into TMMGA. “We absolutely do not want to be building vehicles with rear suspension cradles with known defects,” explained Ray McMasters, who had been a purchasing manager at Toyota in North America.

The problems reached a boiling point in the fall of 2004. TMMGA continued to put a lot of pressure on Athens for fixing the underlying problems and Athens was not able to respond at a level close to what was expected. “We can’t continue like this,” said David McDonald, Athens’s plant manager. “This plant is bleeding money. We’ve flooded the facility with workers and inventory to try to keep up, but we are not making headway fast enough. We are going to have to ask Toyota for a significant price increase to cover our added costs.”

“This is more than a cost issue,” replied Bernstein. “More importantly, it is a quality concern. We must fix the underlying problems.”

“I understand that’s the Toyota Way,” replied McDonald. “But I do not have the resources to do any more than what we’re doing.”

“I have to admit,” replied Bernstein. “Our resources on this project are taxed to the limit. TMMGA is not resourced to solve supplier problems with this much complexity. We have already devoted far more resources to the rear suspension cradle problems than to any other part of this vehicle program. As I said before, we need a breakthrough and we need to consider the critical next steps to address these issues immediately.”

What could Toyota do to address the situation? Was this a typical challenge that they could apply TPS to, or was some other type of approach needed? If so, what would that be?
Questions (please prepare answers to be discussed in class)

1. What are the main contributors (causes) of the crisis at ChassisCo’s Athens plant in late 2004 (14 months after SOP)?
   a. ChassisCo’s responsibility?
   b. Toyota’s responsibility?

2. Considering these causes:
   a. What are ChassisCo’s options for resolving the crisis?
   b. What would you do if you were in charge?

3. Considering these causes:
   c. What are Toyota’s options for resolving the crisis?
   d. What would you do if you were in charge?
**Exhibit 1  TPS Concept**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jidoka: Highlighting/visualization of problems</th>
<th>Just-in-Time: Productivity improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quality must be built in during the manufacturing process!</strong></td>
<td><strong>Making only &quot;what is needed, when it is needed, and in the amount needed!&quot;</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If a defective part or equipment malfunction is discovered, the machine concerned automatically stops, and operators stop work and correct the problem.</td>
<td>Producing quality products efficiently through the complete elimination of waste, inconsistencies, and unreasonable requirements on the production line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the Just-in-Time system to function, all of the parts that are made and supplied must meet predetermined quality standards. This is achieved through jidoka.</td>
<td>In order to deliver a vehicle ordered by a customer as quickly as possible, the vehicle is efficiently built within the shortest possible period by adhering to the following:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Jidoka means that a machine safely stops when the normal processing is completed. It also means that, should a quality or equipment problem arise, the machine detects the problem on its own and stop, preventing defective products from being produced. As a result, only products satisfying the quality standards will be passed on to the next processes on the production line. |

1. When a vehicle order is received, a production instruction must be issued to the beginning of the vehicle production line as soon as possible. |

2. Since a machine automatically stops when processing is completed or when a problem arises and is communicated via the "andon (problem display board)," operators can confidently continue performing work at another machine, as well as easily identify the problem cause and prevent its recurrence. This means that each operator can be in charge of many machines, resulting in higher productivity, while the continuous improvements lead to greater processing capacity. |

2. The assembly line must be stocked with small numbers of all types of parts so that any kind of vehicle ordered can be assembled. |

3. The assembly line must replace the parts used by retrieving the same number of parts from the parts-producing process (the preceding process). |

3. The assembly line must replace the parts used by retrieving the same number of parts from the parts-producing process (the preceding process). |

4. The preceding process must be stocked with small numbers of all types of parts and produce only the numbers of parts that were retrieved by an operator from the next process. |

**Source:** Toyota website.
Exhibit 2  Toyota Organization Chart

Exhibit 3  ChassisCo Organization Chart, 2003

*other VP’s had similar org charts
** report thru SBU President to CEO
Exhibit 4  Timeline for Key Case Facts and Events

1993; Initial planning for first generation Suprima
1997; Launch of first generation Suprima
1999; Launch of the Toyota Responsa with ChassisCo rear suspension cradles
2000; Initial planning for second generation Suprima
Sept 2003; Launch of second generation Suprima
Nov 2004; Bernstein seeks help

Exhibit 5  ChassisCo Suprima Cradle
Exhibit 6  Photograph of a Vehicle Structure Similar to Suspension Cradle

Exhibit 7  Close Up of Structure and Gap After Welding
Exhibit 8  Suprima Rear Suspension Cradle Assembly Line: Original Layout for 2003 Launch
Exhibit 9  Athens Internal Quality Defect Trends, 2004

MAY 2004

JULY 2004
TMMGA SUPRIMA production levels are expected to peak in October 2004 to approximately 790 vehicles/day. ChassisCo Athens current production is achieving 43 rear suspension cradles per hour as of 8/23/04. Impact of this shortfall: approx. 4 hrs/day of production O.T. to produce 790 rear suspension cradles/day. ChassisCo Athens improvement trend does not provide TMMGA with confidence that ChassisCo can meet TMMGA quality & delivery expectations consistently & without disruption. Quality defects & unplanned downtime are main contributors to current lack of confidence.

**Without systematic improvement, Downward Spiral is possible**

- Quality Defect
- Unplanned Downtime
- T/M Burn Out
- Low Morale
- High Over Time